62	STAGES IN AN ACTION
Difficulty By a contract made at Hamburg in German form containing ex-
further pressions peculiar to German law, a merchant, resident in Hamburg,
i ustrated agrees to sejj gOOC]s £o>b. Hamburg to a London merchant. The pur-
chaser brings an action in England to recover damages for short
delivery.
There is no doubt that private international law as estab-
lished in this country requires the rights of the parties to be
determined according to German law. But is German law in
this connexion to be understood as excluding or including its
rules for the choice of law? If it is taken to include those rules,
the English court may possibly find that Germany has a differ-
ent principle of private international law according to which
the merits of the dispute fall to be decided by English law.
Possible When a case is complicated in this fashion, owing to a
solutions difference in the private international law of two countries,
there are three possible solutions. These are as follows:
The judge who is seised of the matter and who is referred by
English private international law to, say, the law of France, may
(i) take 'the law of France* to mean the internal law of France; or
(ii) decide the case on the assumption that the doctrine of renvoi is
recognized by English law; or
(iii) take *the law of France* to mean the law which a French judge
would administer if he were seised of the matter.
These possible courses will now be discussed with the view of
showing that, at least in certain types of case, the third solution
has rightly or wrongly been frequently adopted by the judges.
i. Court     The first solution, and the one which in the present submis-
may look sion [s jn general correct and desirable, is to read the expression
to internal i i      i	>	,	.	it-	i       i  *      /-   i
law only the law of a country as meaning only the internal rules of that
law. The following words of an eminent jurist would seem to
represent the sensible view:
'If Engknd chooses the law of a person's domicil as the best one to
apply to a certain relationship, does she mean the ordinary law for
ordinary people, his friends and neighbours, in that domicil? Or does
she include that country's rules for the choice of law? Common sense
could answer that the last alternative is absurd and otiose: a rule for
the choice of an appropriate law has already been applied, namely our
own. To proceed to adopt a foreign rule is to decide the same question
twice over.*1
This would seem to be in accord with the intention of the
propositus. If, for instance, a man voluntarily abandons England
1 Baty, Polarized Law, p. 116.

